WAKASA-HIME-SHRINE
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JINGU-JI TEMPLE

MAP-06

65-41 Onyu Obama
0770-56-1116

30-4 Jinguji Obama
0770-56-1911

MYOTSU-JI TEMPLE

MAP-10

5-21 Monzen Obama
0770-57-1355

This shrine was built in 721 A.D. in the early Nara period (710-794
A.D.). Together with Wakasa Hiko Shrine, the two shrines are a
married couple, and are worshipped as guardians of marriage, safety
at sea, and great catches of ﬁsh. The deity worshipped at Wakasa
Hime Shrine is Toyotamahime-no-mikoto, or Wakasa-hime
no-ohokami.

This temple was founded in 714 A.D. and is famous for the
"Omizuokuri" water sending ritual in the Nigatsudo Hall of Nara's
Todaiji Temple on March 2nd every year. The main hall and the
Niomon Gate at the northern entrance of Jinguji Temple are
designated as National Treasures and Important Cultural Properties
of Japan.

Myotsu-ji Temple is assumed to have been built in 806 A.D. with the
existing main hall estimated at 1258 A.D. and the three-storied
pagoda in 1270 A.D. Both the main hall and the three-storied pagoda
of Myotsu-ji Temple are the only temples in Fukui Prefecture to have
been designated as National Treasures. Four Buddhist statues have
the special designation as Important Cultural Properties.
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28-7 Ryuzen Obama
0770-56-1116

74-23 Kanaya Obama
0770-56-2308

Shimo Negori Obama

The oldest shrine in Wakasa, founded in 714 A.D., early in the Nara
period (710-794 A.D.). There is a "married couple cedar" where two
cedars become one at the base. The shrine is dedicated to the deity
Hikohodemi-no-mikoto, or Wakasa-hiko-ohokami, who is famous for
the myth of "Umi-Sachi and Yama-sachi".

The place where the "Omizuokuri" ritual of sending water to the
Nigatsudo Hall of Nara's Todaiji Temple is held every year on March
2nd. Many people visit this place to participate in a rite that ushers in
spring. It is also certiﬁed as one of the 100 best waters in Japan.

The beautiful dry landscape garden of Mantokuji Temple is
designated as a National Scenic Beauty and features one of the 100
best autumn leaves in Japan. It is ﬁlled with azaleas in May and June,
and mountain maples in October and November. In the main hall, a
wooden seated statue of Amida Nyorai, an Important Cultural
Property is enshrined.

KOKUBUN-JI TEMPLE

OBAMA CITY CYCLING CENTER

WAKASA HISTRICAL MUSEUM

MAP-13

This temple was built in 741 A.D. by the order
of Emperor Shomu. In the Shaka Hall, there is
a 3-meter-high seated wooden statue of
Yakushi Nyorai, which is designated as an
Important Cultural Property.

TADA-JI TEMPLE

53-1 Kokubun Obama

0770-56-2519

MAP-15

Tada-ji Temple was built in 749 A.D. Yakushi
Nyorai, eleven-faced Kannon known as the
Mona Lisa of Wakasa, and Standing
Bodhisattva, are all made of Japanese cypress
in Wakasa in the early Heian period (794-1185
A.D.) and are Important Cultural Properties.
29-6 Tada Obama

MYORAKU-JI TEMPLE

84-3-4 Onyu Obama

OLD TEA HOUSE SEIEMON

MAP-16

HASHISHO SEIWA

ENSHO-JI TEMPLE

28-13 Nodai Obama

MAP-17

CAFE WATOTO

0770-56-0133

MAP-14

6-2 Ryuzen Obama

MATSUNAGA ROKKAN FUJIYA

MAP-07

KURIMOTO FURNITURE STUDIO

MAP-09

A café in an old house where medicinal herbs
and fermented food lunches are popular. You
can spend enjoy a meal or some tea in the
comfort of a traditional Japanese house. Cafe
Watoto also sells various miscellaneous goods
which make for fantastic souvenirs.

22-15 Ozaki Obama

9-14 Tadano Obama

0770-56-1514

MAP-11

An inn that promotes mindfulness and
provides relaxing experiences to help you
take a break from your busy daily life and to
regulate your ﬁve senses through nature,
food, people, and culture. Meditation,sutra
experience and other options are available..
9-4 Monzen Obama

0770-56-0884

0770-56-3893

Bicycle Rental Locations

0770-57-1528

Regular bicycle
（Adult）

Regular bicycle

(under 15 years old）

080-4196-3427

（Adult）

2hours

4hours

8hours

¥300

¥500

¥1,010

¥150

¥250

¥500

¥500

¥810

¥1,520

You can also rent a bicycle at JR Obama Station but you have to return it at the same location.

How to ride the Electric Assist bicycle
1

Make sure the battery is fully charged before you start.
First turn on the power (orange).

2

Keep the gear No. 3 for pedaling.

3

When you park the bicycle make sure to turn oﬀ the power and
take the key with you. To remove the key pull the knob to bottom
of the lock. To unlock the bicycle simply insert the key and twist it.
1

2

3

※Stay in the left lane as is custom in Japan.

MAP-12

A furniture studio that uses domestic wood to
make custom-made furniture. The workshop
used to be a wooden elementary school.
Please call to make a reservation for visiting
the showroom.

12-10-2 Monzen Obama

OBAMA CITY CYCLING CENTER

Inside of JR Higashi Obama Station Open 9:00 am to17:00pm Tel 0770-56-1132

Electric Assisted bicycle

A long-established brewery that has been in
business for 300 years. They have used the
same brewing methods since their founding
and continue to make their signature special
additive-free rice vinegar. There is also a
tasting space in the store.

MAP-03

This temple is said to have been rebuilt on its
present location in 1444 A.D. The wooden
seated statue of Dainichi Nyorai is said to be
the fourth largest among the National
Treasures and Important Cultural Properties.
0770-56-1902

TOBA-YA VINEGAR SHOP

34-6-2 Toichiba Obama

0770-56-1101

A store specializing in Wakasa-nuri chopsticks,
a traditional craft of Wakasa. On display and
for sale are over 400 diﬀerent chopstick
designs. You can experience the process of
making your own chopsticks. Chopstick
holding classes are also oﬀered on site

The main statue in Myoraku-ji Temple is
believed to have been carved by the monk
Gyoki in 719 A.D. and the hall built by Kukai in
797 A.D. The wooden statue of the
thousand-armed Goddess of Mercy is a rare
statue with 24 faces.

MAP-01

The exhibition focuses on "Mihotoke"
(Buddha statue) and "Matsuri" (Festival),
which are characteristic of Wakasa, a treasure
house of history and culture. There are also
seasonally themed exhibitions and hands-on
lessons.
2-104 Onyu Obama 0770-56-0525

0770-56-1132

This 200-year-old traditional folk house has
been preserved and repurposed as a tea house
that is available to the public for tours.

76-21 Onyu OBAMA

0770-56-0894

MAP-18

They have a total of about 33 electrically
power assisted bicycles and ordinary bicycles
available for use. Electrically power assisted
bicycles are perfect for leisurely tours of the
mountain village area, which is a treasure
trove of shrines and temples.

Obama Destination Management Organization

24-45-2 Wakuri, Obama city, Fukui
0770-56-3366 https://eng.experience-obama.com
Wakasa Obama
Tourism Association & Information center
6-1 ekimaecho, Obama city, Fukui
0770-52-3844 https://en.wakasa-obama.jp

